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1. Introduction
A number of cancellation laws have been considered in the context of cardinal
numbers without the axiom of choice. The principal one which concerns us here is
due to Lindenbaum and Tarski and asserts that kx s ky + x s y for any cardinal
numbers x and y and positive integer k. This result is a triviality if we assume the
axiom of choice. The extra force of Lindenbaum and Tarski’s  proofs is that, given
sets X and Y, and a l-l map f from k XX into k x Y, then a l-l map from X
into Y can be defined solely in terms of f, X and Y. This puts it on a par with
other ‘effective’ theorems of cardinal arithmetic, such as the Schrijder-Bernstein
Theorem, x~y & y~x-+x=y.
In [8] we considered possible extensions of the Lindenbaum-Tarski result to
~*inequalities.  We denote the cardinality of the set X by (Xl, and recall that
x <* y means that whenever 1X(=  x and 1 Y( = y, there is a map from a subset of Y
onto X. Under these circumstances, we say that there is a partial map from Y onto
X. This is equivalent to saying that there is a map from Y onto X, except when
X = 8, the empty set. However, it runs out to be more convenient to work with
partial maps most of the time.
In addition we shall write x =* y as an abbreviation for x G* y & y G* x and
shall call the =*-equivalence classes surjective cardinals. In [S] we showed that
the cancellation law kx & ky -+ x s* y is unprovable in ZF. The question as to
whether kx =* ky -+ x =* y was left open.
This paper is an updated version of chapter 3 of [8] together with a proof that
kx =* ky + x =* y. The proof given is based heavily on Tarski’s proof of kx c
ky + x G y in a cardinal algebra [6, pp. 30-331.  Of course, if we could show that
surjective cardinals themselves formed a cardinal algebra, we could appeal to
Tarski’s result directly. This, however, we have been unable to do. The best we
know is that they form a ‘weak cardinal algebra’ in the sense of [7] and that the
‘fundamental law of infinite addition’ [6, p. 231 holds. In each case, however,
surjective cardinals have to be partially ordered not by the tempting relation s*,
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but by s defined thus:
(x)<(y) * (32) (x+z  =*y>
where (x), (y) are the =*-equivalence classes of x and y.
Another important point about a proof modelled  on Tarski’s for cardinal
algebras is that it apparently uses the axiom of dependent choice, DC. However,
this may be avoided by the device discussed on pages 240-242 of [6]. To be able
to do this we have to be sure that all relevant lemmas and theorems are proved in
a uniform way. In practice this means that any existential formula in the
conclusion can be instantiated by an element defined effectively in terms of those
guaranteed by the premise. More precisely, there should be a function which leads
from elements instantiating the premise to ones instantiating the conclusion. For
example, a uniform proof that 2x = 2y + x = y will establish the existence of a
function F such that whenever X, Y are sets of cardinality x, y and f is a l-l
function from 2 x X onto 2 x Y, then F(X, Y, f) is a l-l function from X onto Y.
In view of the fact that surjective cardinals form a weak cardinal algebra, it is
natural to ask whether it is possible to derive the cancellation laws from the axioms
for weak cardinal algebras alone. That this is not so is shown in Section 6, where
the interdependence of cancellation laws for different values of k is also discussed.
2. Surjective cardinals  form a weak cardinal algebra
We shall establish in this section some of the basic algebraic properties of
surjective cardinals. The key result, Lemma 2.3, is an approximate form of
Tarski’s ‘finitely refining’ property for =* [6, p. 811.  The equivalence relation - is
said to be finitely refining if whenever x + y -z there are x1 and y1 such that
x -x1 & y - y1 & x1 + y1 = z. It seems unlikely that =* is finitely refining. If it was,
then it would follow that surjective cardinals formed a cardinal algebra. As it is,
we have to make do with an approximate version.
We recall that a weak cardinal algebra is a system (A, +, 0, <) such that A is a
set or class, + is a commutative, associative binary operation on A for which 0 is
an identity, =Z is a partial ordering on A satisfying
(Vx,y~A)(x=%y++(3z~A)x+z=y)
and the following two important properties hold.
I Refinement: If x + y = z + t there are a, b, c, d such that
x=a+b, y = c + d ,  z=a+c,  t = b + d .
II Approximate Cancellation: If x + y = x + z there are p, q, r such that
X=x+p=x+q,  y=p+r,  z=q+r.
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It was remarked in [7] that cardinals under the usual + and < form a weak
cardinal algebra, and we shall assume this without further mention. We shall also
use the fact, shown in [6], that assuming the countable axiom of choice, cardinals
form a cardinal algebra.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that f is a partial mapping from the set X into itself and that
A G X is such that A s fA. Then there is a partial mapping g from A onto
U,,, f “A.
Proof. Let B = fA -A. Define sets B, for n 3 - 1 by induction. Let B-i = B and
Bn+l =A nf_lB,,.  Then for n ~0, B,cA, and hence for n>-1,  B,sfA as
A c fA. (See Fig. 1.)
Firstly we show that fBntl = B, for n s-1. Clearly fB,+l ~ff_lB,,  E B,. How-
ever, if e E B, we may write 6 = fq with n E A because B, c_fA. Thus 7 E
A nflB,  = Bntl and SEfB,+l.
Next we see that the B, are pairwise  disjoint. Suppose on the contrary that
.$ E B, n B, where m <n. Now by definition, B, G dom fm+‘, so applying fmtl,
fmil[EfmtlB,,,  nf”‘+lB,  = B_, nB,_,_,.
However, as n 2 m + 1, B,_,_l G A, contrary to B-, nA = 8.
As the B, are pairwise disjoint we may unambiguously define g thus:
5 if ~~A-l_l,,,~&,,
g(5)=  f”5
r
i f  [EBz, (n>O),
f3”+*[ if 5 E B2n+l (n >O)
(in the last case the definition only applying when [~domf~“+*).
Fig. 1.
X
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Then gBz, = fnBzn  = B, and gBzntl = f3nt2B2n+l  = f”B_,  = f”B. Therefore
g A = A -  u B, U  u B,u u f”B
n=o “30 n=0
= A U  u f”CfA-A)=  u f”A.
?I*0 nEo
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that x, y, z are cardinal numbers such that x + y =* z. Then
there are cardinal numbers x1, yl, pl, ql, x2, y2,  p, q such that
~=xl+Yl+Pl+ql, x=x2+p, Y =yz+t4,
P~*Pl,q~*%, x1=*x*, Yl=*Y2>
x2+qls*x2, Y2+ Pl s* Y2.
Proof.  Let X, Y, 2 be disjoint sets of cardinality x, y, z respectively, and let f, g
be partial maps, f from XU Y onto Z and g from Z onto XU Y. We may
visualize the situation, as given and desired by means of the diagram (Fig. 2). We
have to cut X into two sets X2 and P, Y into two sets Y2 and Q, and Z into four
sets X1, Y1, P, and Q1. Moreover we have to construct partial maps from X1 onto
X,, from X2 onto X1 and from PI onto P etc. Since the intuition is that P1 and Q1
are ‘small’ we also have to construct partial maps from X2 onto X2 U Q1 and from
Y2 onto Y2  U P,. If P, and Q1 were empty, we should have the situation required
for the finite refining property (since P and Q would also be empty). Thus the
presence of PI, Q1, P, Q indicates the extent to which this is an ‘approximate’
result.
In some cases the desired maps will actually be restrictions of f or g (for
example, the partial map from PI onto P will be a restriction of g). However, in
other cases it will be a more complicated combination, obtained by going
backwards and forwards between the sets several times.
X X2aPa
Y0y2
Fig. 2.
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To begin with it is convenient for us to assume that
fxnfY=p). (1)
We may do this since f may be replaced by its restriction f’ to the set XU
(Y - f-‘fX).  To show that f’ is surjective, let 5 E Z. As f is surjective, 5 = fe for
some5~XUY.If5~XU(Y-f-‘fX),5=f’~.Otherwise,~~f-1fX,so~=f~~fX
and 5 = ft’ for some 5’ E X, giving 6 = f’E’. Also, f’X nf’Y = @, since if 6 = f’~
where rl E Y, n g f -‘fX and b = fq 6 fX = f’X.
Notice that this is the first point where it is clear why we work with partial maps
rather than total maps. f may be total, but there is no reason why f’ should be,
and to turn f’ into a total map while retaining the desired properties would entail
choice of one or two elements from Z .
The first step of the main construction is to define a certain subset A of Y, and
a corresponding subset B of X. A is to be the largest subset of Y such that
Y n gfA = A. (Observe that the empty set has this property). Thus all elements of
A have predecessors under gf in A, and so A can be easily absorbed into Y, i.e.
A is ‘small’. P will be the set of members of X which can be reached from A by
applying gf enough times and so by Lemma 2.1 will also be ‘small’ with respect to
Y. The remaining members of X form the set X,, and they have the property that
however far we trace back from them under gf, we cannot arrive in A, and it will
follow that we can find a predecessor in X,. This is the intuition behind the
equivalence x,=*x2.
We now give the definition of A. This goes by transfinite induction on (Y.
Observe that with the conventional interpretation of the empty intersection,
A, = Y. In addition, if Q! G /3,
so GLLcon is a decreasing family. It follows that A = A, for some K , and
YngfA=YngfAK=A,+l=A. (4)
In particular this shows that
A z gfA. (9
In a similar way we may define subsets B,, B of X, and B satisfies Xfl gfB = B
and B c gfB.
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If we now immediately defined the sets Xi, P1 etc., then all the desired
equations and inequalities of the lemma could be established except two, namely
x2+q1s*x2 and y2+p1 G* y,. Instead, we should have to make do with x +q1 s*x
and Y +PIs* y. In order to obtain the stronger (and necessary) result, we need to
know that A tl Q = P, and B n P = @, and for this reason we have to modify the
partial maps f and g further.
We define partial maps fi, f2 from XU Y onto Z and g,, g, from Z onto
XU Y. fi, fi will be restrcitions of f, and g,, g, will be restrictions of g, so it will
be enough to specify their domains. This we do as follows.
dom fr = dom f - (f-‘fA -A),
dom g, = dom g - (g-IA - fA),
dom f2 = dom fl - (f;‘flB -B),
dom g2 = dom g, - (g;‘B - fiB).
(6)
The key points about f2 and g, are these:
f2 is a restriction of f and g, is a restriction of g.
f2 is a partial map from XU Y onto Z and g, is a
partial map from Z onto XU Y.
(g2fJ1A s A and (g2fJ1B E B.
A E g2f2A and B G g,f,B.
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(7) is immediate from the definition.
To prove (8) it is enough to show that fl and g, are surjective, since f2 and g,
are obtained from them by a symmetrical construction.
Let J  E Z. As f is surjective we may let I= f,$ where 5 E X U Y. If 66 f-‘fA -A,
then t; = fit. Suppose therefore that 5 ~f’fA. Then 5 = f( E: fA and 5 = fq for
some q E A. Since no! ff’fA -A, 5 = flrl. In each case 5 E range fl and fr is thus
surjective.
Let [ E X U Y. As g is surjective we may let E = g&’ with 5 E Z. If c+! gglA - fA,
then 5 = gr<. Suppose therefore that 5 E gglA. Then 5 = gc E A. Since A c_ gfA, by
(5), we may let 5 = gfn with n E A. Then fn$ g_lA -fA  and so 5 = gl&). In each
case 5 E range g, and g, is thus surjective.
To prove (9) we firstly show that (glfJIA E A. Let &E (g,fJlA. Thus
n = g,f,t E A. Therefore gf[ E A and f[ E gglA. Since f( Edom g,, f< E fA and
hence [E f-‘fA. As 5 ~dom fl, .$EA as required.
It follows similarly that (g2fJ1B  cB. Since f2, g, are restrictions of fl, g,, also
(gJJIA c A.
To prove (10) let n E A. By (5), A c gfA, so 77 = gfq’ where q’~ A. Now
~‘~Andomf~domf,by(6).Hencef~‘=fir)’.Alsofl~’~fAndomgc_domg,
by (6), so rl = g,f,rl’.
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By (1) and since B E X, A E Y, fA fl@ = 8. This implies that fiA nfiB = 8.
Therefore fln’#fiB and so q’$frlfiB, giving q’ E dom fi by (6). Hence f2qr =
fin’. Finally, as g,f,q’= g,f,q’  = q E A and A nB = @, fiq’+! g;‘B and f2q’g
dom g, by (6). Therefore q = g,f,q’  as required.
A similar proof shows that B c g,f,B.
Before defining the sets as required by the conclusion of the lemma, we show
that any member of Z has a predecessor lying in A UX. In other words, if we
cannot ever arrive in A by tracing back under fi and g,, then we must be able to
arrive in X. This is in line with the property of A discussed above. More precisely,
(A U Xl n U k2f2)pnfi’5# 8, for every 5 E Z. (11)
nto
Suppose not. Then for some 5 E Z,
u k2f2)-nf;15& Y-A.
PIE”
Hence there is an (Y (namely a! = K) for which
ty- A,) n U (g2fJ”f;‘5# QI.
nEo
Let CY be the least ordinal for which (13) holds and let
q E (Y-A,) n u k2f2)YfT15.
“CW
In particular, 7 +! A, = Y fl (gf>  nPCor A, by (2% so
By (7), f2, g, restrict f, g. Therefore
(12)
(13)
(14)
Since f2, g2 are surjective, g2f2 is a partial map from X U Y onto X U Y and we
may write 17 = g,f,q’.  By (12) and (14),
rl’ E (g2f2)r1rl E k2f2)F1 u kzf2>-"fi-'5  s y. (16)
?tEW
It follows from (15) that s’$ npCa  A,, so for some p <CY,
r)’ & A,. (17)
BY (16) and (17), rl’E (Y- A& n U,,, k2f2)-nf;15. 3%is contradicts the minimal-
ity of (Y satisfying (13) and establishes (11).
(18)
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We are now ready to define some of the sets P, X2 etc. Let
Pi = U (faYfd n s;‘X,neo
X , = X - P , x; = g,‘x- P;.
In a similar way we let
Y,= Y-Q, Y;=g;‘Y-Q;.
Let the cardinalities of A, B, P, Pi, X2, Xi, Q, Q;, Yz, Y; be a, b etc.
It is immediate from the definitions that x = x2 + p and y = yz + q. It is also clear
that Pi, Q{, Xi, Y{ are pairwise disjoint. What is unfortunately not so clear is
that their union is 2. The problem arises because g, may be partial. We shall find
sets X1 r>X;, Y1 2 Y;, P, zP{, and Q1 2 Qi such that Z is the disjoint union of
P,, Q1, X1 and Y1. The ‘extra’ elements added to Xl,, Y;, Pi and Qi will all lie in
Z-dom g,.
In the remainder of the proof we shall show that p <*pi and x,~*xl,. It will
follow similarly that q G* qi and y2 s* y ;. Finally we shall define a partial map k
from X,U Y2 into Z. In terms of k we shall define x1, yl, p1 and q1 such that
z=xl+y,+p,+qq,, xisx,G*xz,  Y;“Y,~*Y~,,  pi<pI,  qi<ql, YZ+PI~*YZ  and
x2 + q1 G* x2 thus concluding the proof.
Proof that p G* pi. We show that P G g,Pi.
Let ,$ E P. By definition of P (18), 5 = (g2f2)nq  for some q E A, n E o. AS P G X
and A E Y, P f7 A = fl and n 10. Let 5 = (f2g2)np1fZq.  Then g21 = g2Cf2g2)n-1f2v  =
(gJJ”q  = 6. Also 5 E Pi since 5 E (f2gJ-‘f2A and g2t; = 5 E X.
Notice that having shown PC g,P’,, we have to replace g, by its restriction to
g;*P in order to obtain a partial map from Pi onto P eflectiuely.
Proof that X,&X;.  We show that X2cg2X;.
Let .$ E X2. As g, is surjective we may let g2c = 5 with <E Z. Suppose f;~Pi.
Then 6 = (figz)“fiq for some q EA, n E w, by (18). But this would mean that
[ = g2c = (g&)“+‘q  E P, contrary to 5 E X2. Hence c# Pi and so 5 E g;‘X- Pi =
Xl,.
Proof that y2+ p1 & y2.  p1 has not yet been defined. However, the definition will
show that P,G U,,,Cf2g2)“f2A  - g;‘A, and this is all we need to prove y2+
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PlC * y,.  We define the mapping h from Y UZ into Y U Z thus:
1
g2f2n if rl E A & g2f2rl E A,
h,, = f2rl if rl E A & (g2f2rJ defined -+ g2f2n C A),
f2g2r) if n E U,,, Cf2g2Yfd - G’A,
rl otherwise.
We shall show that
A 5 hA and lJ  (f2g2)“f2A - g;’ A E U h”A.
*IEW “6”
(20)
Let SEA. by (lo), Asg2f2A, so n = g,f,n’ some ~‘EA.  thus hq’=q and
VEhA.
Let 5~ U,,,, (f2g2)“f2A - g;‘A. Take the least possible n such that CE
(f2g2)nf2A. We show by induction on n that 5 E U,,, h”A. Let n E A be such that
(fzgz)“f2n = 5:
If n = 0, then 5 = f2q. since t$ gilA, g,f,n defined + g2f2n$ A. By (20),
hq=f2q=& and LEhA.
If n >O, by the min imal i ty  of  ~1, and since f2(g2f2)? = cf2g2)“f2n = 5,
(gzf2)“n 6 A. Therefore g2&g2)n-1fzrl ti A and so (fzgPf27) E
(f2g2)n-1f2A - g;‘A. By induction hypothesis, (f2g2)nP1f2n E h”A,  some m .
Moreover,  by (20), hC(f,g2)“P1f2rll = f2g2C(f2g2)n-1f2nI = (f2gJnf2rl = C, so it fol-
lows that 6~ h”‘+‘A.
We may now appeal to Lemma 2.1 to deduce that there is a partial map from A
onto U,,, h”A, and since
U  (f2g2)“f2A - g;lA c U h”A, and P1 c U Cf2g2)“f2A - g;‘A?lEO i%EO 11EO
it follows that
jA”P,(sI IJ  h”AlG*(AI.
nEO
Since AnP,=p), a+p,~*a.
We desire to show that y2 + p1 <*y2 and this will follow provided a < y2, since
then, writing a + a’ = y,,
Suppose A n a# 8. Let q EA n(g2f2)nB for the least n such that A II
(g2f2)“B#@, by (19). As AT\B =O, n>O. Let r) = g2f2n’ with n’E(g2f2)“-‘I3. By
(9), as n E A, also n’ E A, so A n (g2f2)n-1B  # @, contrary to the minimality of n.
This contradiction shows that A n Q = 8. By (19) A G Y2, giving a ~y2 as
required.
Definition of X,, Y,, PI, Q1 and the remaining proofs
Let us define the partial map k from X2 U Y2 into Z as follows. If 5 E X2 and
for some n, f2(g2fi)“[ E Xl,, let k[ = fi(g2f2)“E for the least such n. Similarly if
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q E Y2 and for some n, fi(g2f,)“q’  E Y;. If 5 E X2 U Yz and k.$ has not yet been
defined, and .$ E dom fz we let kl = f&. Otherwise k[ is undefined.
We wish to show that if 5 E 2 - (Pi U 0’1 U k(X,  U YJ), then
5~ U Cf2g2)nf2A-gi1A  or CE  U Cf2g2)“f2B-gi1B.7lEc.l ?tEO (21)
Let 1 E Z - (Pi U Q\). We have to show that 5 E kX, or 5 E kY,, or 5 is in one of
the sets of (21).
Case 1: [ E Xl,. Firstly we show that
(an) X, n k2fi)-nf25f 6
If not, then
(22)
u cgzf2)-nf;1sc YUP.
?lEO
(23)
Since 5 E Xl, = g;‘X- Pi by (18), {$ P;, so f;# LJ,,, (fzg2)“f2A n g;lX, also by
(18). Since 5 E Xi  E g;‘X, c$ IJ,,, (fzg2)“fZA. Therefore A II U,,, f;l(f2g2)-“5 =
8. But f;‘(.f~gJ”5 = (g2f2)-“fT1f;, so A n U,,, (g2f2)-nf;15 = GA and hence
U (g2fdmA n U k2fJnf;‘l = 8.tnEO ILEO
From the definition of P, (18), we deduce that
(A UP) n U (gzfJnfi15  = 8,?tEO
and so by (2% U,,, (gzf2)-“f;‘~s Y-(A UP)= Y-A, contrary to (11). This
establishes (22).
Let n be the least number satisfying (22), and let .$~X~n(g~fJ”f;‘& Then
f2(g2f2Y’5 = I and 5 E X2, 5 E Xi. (24)
Suppose that
c1 = f2(g2fJm5 E X; where 0 G m < 11.
Then as Xi = g;‘X-Pi,  by (18), g,L, EX. Also
(25)
f&l ti p. (26)
For if g,c, = (g2f2)‘y), q E A, then
5 = f*(g2fJY by (24)
= Cf2g2)“--mf2(g*f2)mr = Cfigz)n-mll by (25)
= f2(g2f*)“-“-lg211= f*(gzf*)n-m-l+f%
giving 5 E Uq_, f2(g2f2)qA n g;‘X = Pi by (18), contrary to f: E Xl,. This estab-
lishes (26).
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contrary to the minimality of n satisfying (22).
This shows that (25) is false, so n is the least number such that f2(g2f2)“[  E xl,.
By the definition of k, kc = f2(g2f2)“t = 5.
Case 2: 5~ Y;. In a similar way, there is r) E Y2 such that kq = 5.
Case 3: 5$X; U Yi.  As f2 is surjective we may let 5 = fit where ~EXU Y.
Now it follows from (18) and (19) that xl, U YI,UP;U Q; =dom g,. Therefore
&$ dom g,, and so fi(gzf2)“[ is only defined for n = 0. By definition of k, i f
~EX~UY~,  kt=fd-=5.
Finally it may happen that 6 E PU Q. If 5 E P, then by (18), <E U,,, (g2f2)“A,
and 5 E U,,, Cf2g2)nf2A.  Since {$dom g,, l$ g;lA and 5 lies in the first of the
sets of (21). Similarly, if .$E Q, 4’ lies in the second of the sets of (21).
Let
X, = X; U (kX,-dom  g2),
Y1= Y;U(kY,-(X,Udomg,)),
PI = P; U [ ( U“EO C_fkJ”fA - g;lA) - W, u YI u Q:)],
Ql=Q’lU K U Cf2g2)nf2B-g;1B)-(X~UY~UP111 .?lEO
It is immediate from these definitions that X,, Y1, PI, Q1 are pairwise disjoint,
and the proofs just given show that their union is Z. So if we let their cardinalities
be x1, yl, pl, q1 respectively, it is clear that
2 =xl+Yl+Pl+ql,
xi =s Xl, YisY17  PisPb 4is&.
By Case 1, Xi E kX,, so it follows that X, G kX, and x1 <* x2. Similarly y1 5” y2,
concluding the proof.
The next lemma is a more manageable version of Lemma 2.2.
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that x, y, z are cardinal numbers such that
x+y=*z.
Then there are cardinal numbers xl, y,, x2, y,, p, q such that
2=xl+Yl> X=X2+p, Y =yz+t,
x1 = * x 2 , Yl = *  Y27 x2+qs*x2, y2+ps*yz.
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Proof. By Lemma 2.2 there are xl,, YL  ply 91, x2, y2, P, q such that
r =x;+Yy;+pl+ql, x=x2+p, y=yz+q,
P <“PI, q~“q1, xi=*x2, y;=*y2,
x2 + 41 s* x2, Y2+PIs*Y2.
Let xI=x;+qI  and yl=y;+pl. Then
a =Xl+Yl, x1=x;+q1=*x2+q1=*x2,
Yl=Yi+Pl=*Y2+Pl=*Y2, x2+q~*x2+qls*x2,
and y2 + p s* y2+ p1 s* y2,  as required.
Lemma 2.4 (Approximate Cancellation Law for Surjective Cardinals. Suppose
that x, y, z are cardinal numbers such that
x+y=*x+z.
Then there are cardinal numbers p, q, r such that
x =*x+p=*x+q, y=P+r, 2 =*q+r.
Proof. Let X, Y, 2 be disjoint sets of cardinality x, y, z and let f, g be partial
maps, f from X U Y onto X U Z, and g from X U Z onto X U Y.
Let the partial maps fr, g, be defined as follows, such that dom fiG
Y& dom g, c Z: (a) flq = f’q for the least (only) n such that f”n E Z, if any
exists. (b) grc = 8°C for the least (only) n such that g”c E Y, if any exists.
We shall define disjoint sets P, Q, R, RI such that Y = PU R and Z = Q U RI
and such that fIR 2 RI & g,R1 2 R. (See Fig. 3.)
Firstly we use a device similar to that used in Lemma 2.2 to find large subsets P
of Y and Q of Z which can be absorbed into X A, and B, are given by
transfinite induction thus:
f
e
Y 2
P xQ
@
R 5
9
Fig. 3.
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Then A0 = range g = X U Y and (A,),,o,is a decreasing family. Hence, if we let
A = norsonA,, then A = A, for some K , a n d
Similarly B = naGOn B, satisfies fB = B.
Let
C::=AnY, c; = flCP, c;+:,  = g,c:,
D;=BnZ, 0; = g,DP, Dy+l = f,@.
Let
C=l_{Ci: i~2,j~w) a n d  D=l_{Dj: iE2, jcw}.
C and D are the largest sets which we can (with the help of Lemma 2.1) absorb
into X. Finally we let
P= Yf-l(CUD), Q=zn(CuD),
R = Y - P  a n d  R,=Z-Q.
As usual, p, q, r, rl denote the corresponding cardinals. We then have at once
that y=p+r and z=q+rl. We shall show that r,=S*r and x+p+qs*x. It
follows similarly that rC*rl, concluding the proof.
To prove rI C* r we show that RI c f,R.
Let ~;ER~=Z-(CUD). As c&D,  c$B, and so for some (Y, f;$ B,. Therefore
for some (Y,
Take the least such (Y, and for this 1y let n 30, n be such that r) E f-“l- B,.
If rl E range f, let q = ft. Since f5& B, = f flPca Be, 5$ np.+ B,, and so E$ Be,
some 0 <a. but then .$ E f- (“+‘)l- B,, contrary to the minimality of (Y.
Hence n+! range f and so n E Y. since f”q = 5, fiq = 5. Also q@ CUD, since
f,(Y fl (C U D)) G CUD, so q E R as desired.
To show that x + p + q <* x we appeal to Lemma 2.1. Define h from X U C into
XUC thus:
i
85 if [E XnA and g,$ defined,
fl[ if 5 E l__!ieo Cp and fl[ defined,
hc$=
815 if 5 E Uico Ct and gl.$ defined,
5 otherwise.
Now gA = A E X U Y and since dom g E X U Z, g(X rl A) = A. Therefore
hX=h(X-A)Uh(XnA)=(X-A)Ug(XnA)=(X-A)uAzX.
By Lemma 2.1 there is a partial map from X onto U,,, h”X= XU C.
Hence IX U C( s* x. Similarly IX  U D( G*x. Therefore x+p+q=IXUCUDI
S*x  as desired.
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Lemma 2.5. Suppose that x, y, p are cardinal numbers such that
x+y+p=*x+y.
Then there are cardinal numbers p1 and p2 such that
P=Pl+Pz, x =*x+p1, Y =“Y+P*.
Proof. We have x + (y + p) =* x + y, so by Lemma 2.4 there are a, b, c, such that
x=*x+a+b,  y+p=a+c ,  y=*b+c .  Therefore y+(p+b)=*y+a. Applying
Lemma2.4againthereared,e,fsuchthaty=*y+d+e,p+b=d+f,a=*et-f.
By the ordinary refinement property for cardinal numbers there are pl, p2 such
that p=p1+p2 where pl<f and p2sd. Then x<x+p,~x+fG*x+a=*x, so
x=*x+pl and yGy+p2<y+d=*y, so y=*y+p2.
Notice that a version of Lemma 2.4 exists for the inequality <*. It states that if
x+y<*x+z there are a,  b  s u c h  t h a t  x+as*x,  y = a + b ,  a n d  b<*z
(Lindenbaum-Tarski [3]), and Lemma 2.5 can be deduced from it. We need
Lemma 2.4 however as we are trying to show that surjective cardinals form a
weak cardinal algebra.
Lemma 2.6 (Refinement for Surjective Cardinals). Suppose that x, y,z, t are
cardinals such that
x+y=*z+t.
Then there are cardinals a, b, c, d such that
x = * a + b ,  y = * c + d ,  z=*a+c, t=*b+d.
Proof. By Lemma 2.3 there are x1, yl, x2, y,, p, q such that
z+t=xl+y1, x=x2+p, Y = y2+q,
x1 =*x2, y1=*yy2, x,+qs*xz, Y2+Ps*Y2.
Therefore
z+t+p+q=xl+y,+p+q=*X2+y2+p+q=*x2+y2=*Z+t.
By Lemma 2.5 there are pl, p2, ql, q2 such that
P =Pl+P2, 4=a+q2,
z+pl+ql=*z, t+p2+q2=*t.
By the ordinary refinement property there are zl, z2, tl, t2 such that
z=zl+z2,t = t1+ t2, x1 = z1+ t1, y1= z2+ t2.
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Let U=z,+p,, b=t,+p*,  c=z2+q1,  d=t,+q2. T h e n
a+b=z,+t,+p,+p,=x,+p=“x,+p=x,
c+d=z2+t2+q1+q2=y1+q=*y2+q=y,
a+c=z1+z2+p1+q1=z+p1+q1=*z,  a n d
b+d=t1+tZ+p2+q2=t+p2+q2=*t,
as required.
Theorem 2.7. Surjective cardinals form a weak cardinal algebra.
Proof. To recapitulate, a surjective cardinal is an equivalence class of cardinals
under =*. Since this may be a proper class, we may employ ‘Scott’s trick’ or some
other device to ensure that the equivalence class is actually a set, namely
(x) = {y : x =* y & (Vz) (x =* z + rank y <rank z)}.
Surjective cardinals may alternatively be defined as Scott equivalence classes of
sets under the relation -: X- Y if there are partial maps from X onto Y and
from Y onto X.
The main caveat regarding this theorem is that the partial ordering on surjec-
tive cardinals is not c*. Rather we must let
(x)<(y)  i f  @z)(x+z=*y).
It is then clear that all the properties required for surjective cardinals to form a
weak cardinal algebra are fulfilled, Lemmas 2.6 and 2.4 guaranteeing the two
crucial properties.
3. Cancellation laws for surjective cardinals
Generally speaking we shall assume in this section the axiom of dependent
choice, DC: If R is a relation on X such that (Vx E X) (3y E X) (x, y) E R, then for
any x0 E X there are x1, x2, . . . such that (Vn) (x,,, x,+J E R. This is in order that
we may consider sums of infinite series of cardinals and surjective cardinals, as
Tarski does in [6]. A further application of DC shows that these sums are
well-defined, i.e.
if & =*yi for all i, then 1 q =* c yi.
Whether surjective cardinals then form a cardinal algebra is not at present clear,
though it seems likely. We are, however, able to establish the ‘boundedness
property’ [6, Theorem 2.211 which is almost as good.
Although DC is ostensibly needed during the proof of the cancellation laws, as
remarked above the methods of Tarski [6, pp. 240-2421 enable us to dispense
with its use.
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Lemma 3.1. Suppose that x, p,, are cardinals such that
x+p,=*x for every nEu.
Then x + C,,, p,, =*x.
Proof. Let X, I’, be disjoint sets of cardinality, x, pn respectively, and suppose
that for each n, f,, is a partial map from X onto XUP,.
Define partial maps g,, inductively as follows:
go = fo, gzn+1=  g,g2,, g2n+2  = fntlg2ncl.
Observe that since XG f,,X for every n, also XG g,,X for
Let N(n) be given by N(2n)  = n, N(2n + 1) = N(n).
From the definition of the g, it follows that for each
empty) composition h of fi’s such that g,, = fN(,,)h,  SO that
PN(n)~fN(njX~  %xX.
every n.
n there is a (possibly
kt 0, = g,‘&,).We firstly show that the 0, are pair-wise disjoint.
Let m <n. Again referring to the definition of the gi we see that there is a
n o n - e m p t y  c o m p o s i t i o n  h of fi’s such that g, = hg,,,. As hplPN,,jGX,
PN(m)nh-lpN,n,= 8.  Therefore g;‘PN(,,n g;lh-lPN,,,  =fl, or in other words
g-,lP,,,, n g;‘P,,,, = $3. Therefore Q,,, 13 Q,, = $3.
The idea’ is to define a function f from X onto X U U,,, P,, in such a way that
for each n, f maps Q2,, onto P,, and QZn+r onto Q,, (see Fig. 4).
Since X G g,,X for each n, we find that
and as fox = g,X it follows that f,X c g2,,X for every n, and hence that P,, c g2,,X.
Fig. 4. ’
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Therefore g,, maps g;,‘P, onto P,. Since N(2n)  = n, g,, maps g;,lP,,,,, = QZn
onto P,.
Now using the facts that N(2n + 1) = N(n) and gznil  = g,,g,,, it follows that
Q -1  -1a,+~= G,1+&wn+l~= gzng,  Cm= dQn>
so that 0, = g2nQ2n+l,  since XL g,,X.
We can now define f from X onto X U (J,,, P,, as follows:
f5 =
i
g& if 5 E QZn U Qz”+~,
5 otherwise.
Then
= (X- U Q&J U  WJQJ=XWoR.ntw flE0
Hence x+C,,, p,, =*x.
Corollary 3.2. x+p=*x  if and only if x+K,.p=*x.
Tarski’s Remainder Postulate for cardinal algebras says that if a, = an+,  + b, for
every n, then there is c such that a,, = c +Cieo b,+i for every n. The following
lemma is a weak version of this for surjective  cardinals.
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that a,,, b, are cardinals such that
a,, =*&+l+b, for every n.
Then there is a cardinal c such that a,=*c+C,,, b,.
Proof. We define cardinals a;, d,,, d;, b;, e,,, e;, r,, r;, rz, p,,, q,, by induction on
n.
Let ah = a, and r, = 0. Then a& + r,, =* a,.
Assume inductively that ai and r,, have been chosen so that a;+ r, =* a,,. We
shall show how to choose the appropriate cardinals at the next level.
Now a~+r,,=*a,=*a,+, + b,, so by Lemma 2.6 there are cardinals d,,l, e,, rl,,
r” such thatn
a’ =*dn n+l+e,,  r,,=*rk+rK, a,,+l=*d,,+l+r~,  b,=*e,+rz. (1)
Since a; =* dntl +e,, by Lemma 2.3 there are cardinals a’,,,, b’,, d’,+l, el,, p,, q,,
such that
a’ = a’n ,,+I+ b’,, dn+1=&+l+Pn, en = ek+q,,
a’,+, = *d’“+,, b:,=*e’,,  d’,+,+q,=*dd’,+,,  e’,+p,=*e’,. (2)
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Let
rn+1=P” + rk.
Then
a;+,+.~,:+r = a’,,, + pn + r;
=“d;+r+p,+r:, by (2)
= 4+l+rk by (2)
=*&I+1 by (1)
and the inductive assumption carries through. In addition, from (2),
(3)
a;= a;+,+ b; for all ra.
By the remainder postulate for ordinary cardinals, there is a cardinal c such that
a’,=~+  C !T’,+~ for all n. (4)
ieo
Now d’,,, +q,, =*d;+, and e’,+p,, =*e; from (2), so as ak+r  =*dL+,  a n d
b:, =* e:, (also from (2)) we have
a;+l+q,  =*ak+r  a n d  b;+p,, =*b;.
But d,+,,bL6-ab  = a,, and so
a,+q, =*a,+p,  =*a0 for all n. (5)
Putting these together
c+~b,,=*c+~e,+~r~ by (1)
= *c+Ce;+Cq,+CrK by (2)
= *c+~b’,+~q,,+&:: by (2)
=*ab+Cq,+C  r; by (4)
= *CQ+C r:: by (5), and Lemma 3.1.
Now we show that a, + r,, =* a, by induction on IZ. For n = 0, r, = 0. For the
induction step we have
a,+ r,+1 =a,+p,+r; by (3)
=*a,+r~ by (5)
S*a,+r, by (1)
zz *a0 by induction hypothesis.
By (l), rzS* r,,, so a, + ri =* ao, for all n, and by Lemma 3.1 again we deduce that
a, + 1 ri S” a,. Hence a, = * c + C b,,, as was required.
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Lemma 3.4 (Boundedness). Suppose that xi.+, 4 + b,, =* c for every n. Then for
some cardinal d, Cieo  C+ + d =* C.
Proof. We have
&a,+b,=*c=*i<~+l ai b,+~=i~~ai+(a,+b,+,),
so by Lemma 2.4 there are p,,, qn, r,, such that
i;nq =*Pn+%+ C aii<n
b,,=*pn+rn, a,+b,+l=*qn+rn.
Let x = X, .C (p,, + q,,).  Then for each n,
x+b,=*x+p,+r,, by (1)
=x+r, by definition of x
=x+q,+r, also by definition of x
=*E+(x+b,+J by (0
By Lemma 3.3 there is a cardinal d such that
x+b,=*d+ c a,,.
VlEO
But
b,=*c by hypothesis of lemma (n = 0)
=*  c a,+b,,
i<n
and so
bo+pn+qn =*bo by (1).
From Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 we deduce that bo+x =* b,. Therefore
(1)
(2)
c=*bO=*c a,+d by (2).
isw
We are now in a position to derive the desired cancellation laws for surjective
cardinals, employing the pattern of Tarski’s proof [6, pp. 30-331.
Lemma 3.5. If T is a set of triples such that for every (a, b, c) E T there is
(a’,b’,c’)~T with  a+c=*2a’+c’ and  b+c=*a’+b’+c’,  then f o r  e v e r y
(a,b,c)ET  there is d such that a+c+d=*b+c.
Proof. Define (a,,, b,, c,) E T by induction.
Let  a,=a, bO=b,  cO=c.
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Assume (4, b,, c,,)E T. Then by the hypothesis there is (%+r, b,,+l,  c,+i) E T
such that
a,+c,=*24+,+c,+,  & b,+c”=*a,+,+b,+,+c,+,.
It follows that
a,+~,  =*(~+r+c,+,)+~+r for all rr,
so by Lemma 3.3 there exist d, such that for each n
a,+c,=*CYf,+  c a,+,+1.
iew
(1)
(2)
(3)
It the d, were all equal, then we should be in exactly the same situation as in
Tarski’s proof, after he has applied the remainder postulate. The idea is that we
are ‘nearly’ in the same situation, and the discrepancy can be absorbed into the
first terms by use of the approximate cancellation law.
More precisely,
&+C  %+i+l=*%+G by (3)
=*(qn+l+c”+,)+%+, by (2)
= *&+r+C  k+i+z+t+r by (3)
= &+I + C %+,+I*
By Lemma 2.4 there are pm, q,,, r, such that
d, =*pn+r,, &+r=*q,+r,,
C %+i+l  ‘*Pn + qn + C %+i+l.
This gives
d,+q,=*d,+,+p,.
Let
d’=d,+K,*  c (p,+q,).
n>O
From (5) it follows that
d’=*d,+X,.  c (pi+qi)  for al l  n>O.
i>O
Therefore
(d’+a,+a,+*.  *+%)+
(
b,+l+C  an+i+z
=*a,+a,+~ * ‘+a,+~,+,+&+, +C %+i+2+KOf C (Pi+%)
i>O
=*cQ+*~‘+a,+a,+,+~,+,+c,+,+-Ko~iso (Pi + Si> by (3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
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=*a,+*“+U,+b,+C,+X,* C (pi+qi) by (1)
i>O
= * .  ..= *Ul+bl+C,+KO* C (Pi+%)
i>O
=“bO+cO+NX,* ,FO (Pi + 4i)
=b+c+H”. C (pi+qi).
i>O
by (1) repeatedly
by (1)
By Lemma 3.4 there is d such that
d+dd’+x ai+,=*b + C + KO . C (pi + qi).
i>O
Therefore
(8)
u+c+d+Ro. C (pi+qi)
i>O
=uo+co+d+Ko. C (pi+qi)
i>O
=*al+(lL,+C,)+KO’  C (pi+qi)+d
i>O
by (2)
zz *a,+dl+C  %+2+X0*  1 (Pi+qi)+d by (3)
i>O
=d+d’+x u,+~ by (7)
=*b+C+KO’ C (pi+qi)
i>O
by (8)
We wish to be able to cancel Ho . Ci,o (pi +qi) from this equivalence to obtain
the desired conclusion. From (4) we known that
Pn +  qn  +  C %+i+l =*I %+i+l-
Since
=*u1+a,+-e”+an+4+C %+i+l
and
b+c=bo+co=*ul+b,+c,=*~~~
=*b,+u,+. . *+%+4t+C %+i+l (n>0>7
using (1) and (3), it follows that
p,+q,+a+c=*u+c  a n d  p,,+q,+b+c=*b+c (n>O).
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By Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 3.2
a+c+K,* C (Pi+%)=*a+c a n d  b+c+K,*
i>O
i& (Pi + Si> =* b + G
and so it follows that a+c+d=*b+c.
Theorem 3.6 (Cancellation Laws). For each integer k 2 2, if a, b, c, d are cardinals
such that ka+c+d=*kb+c, then for some d’, a+c+d’=*b+c.
Proof. Examining Tarski’s proof [6, pp. 30-331 we see that the only additional
steps needed in addition to Lemma 3.5 are these:
(i) If a + b =* 2c, then there are a’, b’, c’ such that
a =*2a’+c’ 9 b=*2b’+c’  a n d  c=*a’+b’+c’.
(ii) If a + kc + d =* b + (k + 1)c for some d, then
a+d’=*b+c for some d’.
Both of these are easily established in any weak cardinal algebra, so by
Theorem 2.7 hold in our case. The proof of (i) is given in [6] and involves two
applications of Lemma 2.6. (ii) is proved by induction on k as follows.
For k = 0 it is immediate. Assume the result for k and suppose that a +
(k+l)c+d=*b+(k+2)c.  Then (a+c)+kc+d=*(b+c)+(k+l)c, so by induc-
tion hypothesis there is d’ such that a + c + d’ =* b + 2c. By Lemma 2.4 there are
p, q, r such that
c =*c+p+q, a+d’=*p+r, b + c = * q + r .
T h u s  a + ( d ’ + q ) = * p + q + r = * p + b + c = * b + c .
Corollary 3.7. For each integer k 3 2 and cardinals a, b, if ka =* kb, then a =* b.
Proof. From the theorem there are d, d’ such that a 4-d =* b and b +d’=*a.
Hence a =* b.
4. Some combinational properties
4.1. In view of the results of Sections 2 and 3 it is natural to ask whether one can
prove either of the following:
C*(k): kx S* ky -+ x S* y (for cardinal numbers),
C(k): kx = ky ---,x = y (in a weak cardinal algebra).
In each case we can give a negative answer, even for k = 2, the proofs being given
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Fig. 5.
in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. In this section we shall turn to certain stronger
combinational properties, requiring some version of the axiom of choice, AC, in
their proof. We were led to consider these by analyzing the natural way in which
one might attempt to prove C*(k) and in the light of this, the construction of a
model for 1C*(2)  is naturally suggested.
Let us observe that in proving C(k) for cardinals in [5], Tarski gives a method
for producing a l-l map g from X into Y, given any l-l map f from k XX into
k x Y. If we let pij be the map from k x (XU Y) to itself interchanging ith and jth
components, then for each 5 E X, gc will equal n where (0, n) is obtained from
(0, 5) by a composition of f, f-’ and pii’s,  which will in general depend on 5. f will
often be used many times and the fact that f-’ exists is crucially employed. (See
Fig. 5.)
Tarski’s proof of C(k) for cardinal algebras in [6] appears different, but in
reality, similar ideas are employed. Our proof of Theorem 3.6 which was
modelled  on it relied heavily on the existence of maps in both directions, so that
one has a wide variety of possible destinations for 5 under g. If one insists that g
is to be obtained by only one application of f then one is less likely to succeed,
since then g.$ = q means that there must be i, j such that (0, n) = poifpoi(O, 5).
Since this is just what is required if we are to prove C*(k), we begin by studying
the property T*(k), where this feature is made more explicit. We shall be in a
better position to see how to construct a model for 1C*(2) after doing this.
The properties considered are these. (See Fig. 6.)
T(k): If f is a l-l map from k x X into k x Y there are partitions X = lJick Xi
of X and Y= Uick Yi of Y such that f maps Uick {{i}XXi}  l-l into Uick {{i}~
Y,)*
T*(k): If f is a partial map from k x Y onto k xX there are partitions as
before such that f maps lJ<k{{i}~  Yi:,)  onto (Jick{{i}~  Xi:,).
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4.2. To investigate more precisely the strength of T(k) and T*(k) we introduce
two weak versions of the axiom of choice. To formulate these we require the
following definitions.
An undirected infinite cycle is a connected graph with no loops in which every
vertex is joined to exactly two other vertices. If (G, R) is an undirected infinite
cycle then a direction along (G, I?) is a linear ordering < of G such that for each g
and h in G, g and h are adjacent in < if and only if {g, h}E G.
Let (G, R) be an undirected infinite cycle and choose g, E G. Let g, and g_, be
the two members of G joined to g, in R. Suppose g*(n+l)  have been chosen, g,+r
joined to g, and g-,-i  to g-,.  Let gn+2 be the other member of G joined to g,,,
and g_,_, the other joined to g-,-i. This defines g,, for all n E Z. There are no
clashes because G has no loops and G = {g,, : n E Z} because G is connected. Thus
there are two possible directions along G, giving by < and > on Z.
The reason for considering this notion is as follows.
Suppose that f is a l-l map from 2 x X into 2 x Y. Then for any .$ E 2 XX we
may consider the elements
. . . ) POlfPOlS,  tio16,  PO157 57 f& PO& f~lPolf&  . . .
which may be all defined and distinct (if not, things become easier). If so, they
form an undirected infinite cycle which is independent of the choice of 5. (The
order we have written them down in, however, is not independent of the choice of
5.) We shall see below that choosing a direction along this cycle is equivalent to
choosing partitions of X and Y as required by T(2).
The two versions of AC we wish to consider may now be stated.
AC,: If P(w)  is the power set of w and 2p(0) is endowed with the usual product
topology with the discrete topology on each copy of 2, then 2p(0)  is compact.
A&: Let 0 be the set of all undirected infinite cycles of reals. Then there is a
function f on 0 such that for each s E 0, f(s) is a direction along s.
Notice that AC, and AC2 refer only to standard sets, i.e. those built up by
transfinite induction from the empty set, so their independence can only be
established by means of forcing. AC1  is a weak form of the Boolean prime ideal
theorem, and since there are only two directions along any undirected infinite
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cycle, AC2 is a weak form of the axiom of choice for sets of pairs. In addition,
each of AC, and AC2 follows from the axiom of choice for non-empty sets of
reals.
4.3. Reduction of T(k) and T*(k) to standard sets
Recall that V, is defined by transfinite induction by V, = UBCu P( V,) and that
a set is said to be standard if it lies in some V,. We may be working in a weak set
theory in which there are urelemente or the axiom of foundation is false, so that
not every set need be standard. However, we are able to show that T(k) and
T*(k) hold if and only if they hold for standard sets. In the case of T(k) we have
the more dramatic situation that it holds if and only if it holds for sets of reals.
The key idea is to consider partitions of the originally given sets. We recall
some definitions. A partition of X is a set 7~ of non-empty pairwise disjoint
subsets of X having union X. If n is a partition of X and A c X we say that rr
refines A if A is a union of members of n. If r1 and nTTz are partitions of X we say
that rri refines rrTT2 and write n1 G m2 if r1 refines every member of rr2.  s is then a
partial ordering with least member {{[}  : 5 E X} and greatest member {X}. If d is a
family of subsets of X, there is a unique greatest partition r of X refining every
member of Se,  called the greatest common refinement of Se.  rr is the partition
defined by the equivalence relation -:
In particular, any decreasing sequence (n,,) of partitions of X has a greatest
lower bound rr which is the greatest common refinement of l-l,,,, m,,. GT may be
characterized by
where PO 2 PI 2 P2 2 * * * and (Vn) P, E r,,.
If 7~ is a partition of X refining A GX, then the restriction of r to A is
~rA={p~7~:p~A}.IfXnY=p,andfisapartialmapfromXintoY,wesay
that f induces a partial map from rr 1 X into 7~ 1 Y, where 7~ is a partition of
XUYrefining{X,Y}ifforeachAErr1X,fAEnIYorfA=@.
Lemma 4.3.1. Suppose that (r,,)  is a decreasing sequence of partitions of X U Y
refining {X, Y} with greatest common refinement r, and let f :X--, Y be a l-l map
such that for each n, f induces a map from n,, I X into mn r Y. Then f induces a
l-l map from 5-r 1 X into r 1 Y.
Proof. Let P E rr 1 X. Then if P, is the (unique) member of rn containing P,
P = n,,, P,,. Let Q,, = j?,,. By assumption, Q,, E n,,. also as P,,+i E P,,, Qntl c Q,,.
It follows that Q = n,,, Q,, E n unless it is empty. We have to show that Q# $!
and fP = Q.
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Let REP. Then REP,, for all n, so ~[EQ,, for all n and f,$EQ.  Thus Q#@. In
addition this shows that fP E Q. Conversely, suppose q E Q. Then n E fP” for all n,
so rl E range f. As f is l-l there is a unique 5 such that f,$ = q. Thus 5 E P,, for all
n, and so 6 E P. This shows that Q E fP. Thus fP = Q E rr.
Finally the map induced by f on rr r X is clearly l-l since f is.
Theorem 4.3.2. T(k) holds if and only if it holds for every X, Y GR.
Proof. Let us suppose that T(k) holds for subset of R and let X, Y be arbitrary
disjoint sets, f a l-l map from k XX into k x Y. We define ordered partitions
(T,,, <) of k x (XU Y) by induction on n.
Let rro be the greatest common refinement of f (k x X) and {{i} x X, {i} x Y; i -=I
k}. m. is finite and receives a natural ordering <.
Suppose mTTZn  has been defined. Then z-~,,+~ is the greatest common refinement
of rrTT2,  and
CfPIPErr& r kxX}uCf-1Q:QEm2n  1 kxY}.
Observe that since f is l-l, each member of nZnll  either lies in 7rz,,  or is the
intersection of two sets P, and P2, where if PI, P2 c k x X, P, E n2,, and fP2 E r2,,,
or if P,,P,skxY, P,ET*, and f-lPzemZn.
We show that f induces a map from rrzn+l 1 k XX into rrzntl 1 k x Y. Let
P E 772,+1 1 kxX.  T h u s  P=P1flf-‘Q  f o r  s o m e  Pl~r2,,  1 kxX  a n d  QE
7r2,  r k x Y. By choice of rro and since f-‘Qf 8, Q s f(k XX), giving JT-‘Q = Q,
so fP = fP, rl Q E GT~,+~ 1 k x Y, as desired.
Suppose 7r2n + 1 has been defined. Let pii be the map defined on k x (XU Y) by
f(i, 5) = (i, 0, f(i, 5) = 6, 0, f(l, 6) = (1,5) for I# i, i.
Then 7r2,+2 is the greatest common refinement of 7~~,,+~  and all piiP for PE
7~~,+~,  i, i G k.
Since rrTZn+ 1 is defined by pairs of members of m2,, (possibly with single
members of G-~,,)  and rr2,+2 is defined by N-tuples of members of 7r2,,+r  where
N = +k( k + 1) + 1, they both receive natural orderings.
Thus (rr,,, <) is defined for every n and is finite. Also f induces a map from
rr,, 1 kxxinton,, 1 kxYforodd n, and similarly pij induces a map from rr,, into
rrn for even n.
Let rr be the greatest lower bound of (n,,). Then by Lemma 4.3.1, f induces a
l-l map from rr 1 k XX into T r k X Y and pij induces a l-l map from r onto rr.
Let X’={PGX:{O}XPE~}  and Y’={Qs  Y:{O}XQE~F}.  Then by the choice
of To, and as pij induces a l-l map from m onto rr, r = k x (X’ U Y’) and f
induces a l-l map f’ from k XX’ into k x Y’.
Now X’ and Y’ can be put into l-l correspondence with subsets of R, since
they are essentially set of branches through finitely branching trees with ordered
levels. So by our supposition there are partitions X’ = Uick Xi and Y’ = Ui.+ Yi
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such that f’ maps l-lick {{i} x Xi} into lJidk  {{i} x Yi}. It is then clear that Xi = U Xi
and Yi = U Yf satisfy the conclusions of T(k) with respect to X, Y and f.
The proof has used heavily the fact that f is l-l. If instead f is a partial map
from k x Y onto k xX, at a corresponding point in the construction we are only
able to establish that for each P E 7~ r k x Y there is Q E rr 1 k xX such that
fP c Q. So we have to iterate transfinitely, obtaining a much weaker result.
Theorem 4.3.3. T*(k) holds if and only if it holds for standard sets.
Proof. Suppose f is a partial map from k x Y onto k XX. We define 7~, by
induction on CY. n,, is the greatest common refinement of dom f and {{i} x X, {i} x
Y; i < k}, and if h is a limit ordinal, rr& is the greatest lower bound of {rr_  : a <A}.
Suppose nxa has been defined.  Then nsa+i 1 k XX= rrsu 1 k X X a n d
~~~+i  1 k x Y is the greatest  common refinement of  rr3a  1 k x Y a n d
Cf-lP:P~n,, 1 k xX}. Observe that the fP’P  are pairwise  disjoint. Hence if
QE Tag+, 1 k X Y and Qndom  f#@, then Q = Qi flf-‘P,  w h e r e  Q1e
rrTT3a+l  1 k x Y and P E nTT3=  1 k XX. Therefore fQ E ff-‘Pc P. As f maps k X Y
onto k XX it follows that every member of rr3a+l  1 k xX = r3a 1 k x X is a union
of sets of the form fQ with Q E ‘i~~_+i  1 k x Y.
Let 7r3a+2 1 k XX be the greatest common refinement of cfo: Q E 7r3a+l 1 k x
y) and let n3a+2  r k x Y = r3a+l 1 k x Y.
Let v3,+3 be the greatest common refinement of rr3a+2 and all piiP for
P E ~3~+2, i, j < k.
This defines rra for all (Y. As each na is a partition of k x (X U Y) and (rr,) is a
descending sequence, 7r3_ = 7r3a+l  = n3a+2 = rrTT3,+3  for some least CY. Observe that
while rm is finite for n E o, and can be ordered, the same is not necessarily true for
all (Y. This is because as f is not now assumed to be l-l, members of rr3a+2 may
be obtained as the intersections of infinitely many sets obtained from 9r3,+i.
Let 57 = 7~~~. We shall show that f induces a partial map from rr 1 k x Y onto
zlkxX.
Since rr = 7r3u  = rr3a ,_,, every member of rr 1 k X X is a union of sets of the
form fQ with QErr  1 kxY.  Let QErr 1 kxY,  Qndomf#pl.  Thus for some
P E rr 1 k XX, fQ G P. Since 7~ = rr3u+l = 7r3a+2,  fQ = P as desired.
Similarly as before, pij induces a l-l map from n onto itself, so writing
X’={PGX:{O}XPE~~}  and Y’={Qs  Y:{O}XQE~},  f induces a partial map f’
from k x Y’ onto k XX’.
We may map each rB l-l into some V, inductively by g. The reason for this is
that each member of r6 is determined uniquely by a subset of U {rTTpc  : @’ < /3}, as
one may see by examining the definition of rrp.  Hence if g has been defined
already on lJ {rrB, : 6’ < /3} we may let gP = {y} U {gQ : Q E R} where R is the
subset of lJ {rn,: p’ < @} determining P, and y is the least ordinal not in
g u 1%,:P’<P).
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It follows that X’ and Y’ can be mapped l-l into some V,, so by hypothesis
there are partitions as desired for X’ and Y’ and hence also for X and Y.
4.4. In this section we show that T*(k) follows from the axiom of choice and
T(k) from a weak form of it.
Theorem 4.4.1. AC1 + T(k).
Proof. According to Theorem 4.3.2 to prove T(k) it is sufficient to consider disjoint
subsets X and Y of R. Suppose therefore that f is a l-l map from k XX into
k x Y. For each 5 E X, let
CE = {rl E Y: (% j) fk 5) = 6, rl)l.
Since f is a function, ]C,] <k for each 6 E X, and as f is l-l, for each n E Y,
KG, 6, j, rl) : fk 5) = G, rl))l s k.
Let Z be the family {C, : .$ E X} with repetitions counted.
Let A E Z be finite. Then if AI = (5 : C, E A}, A, is also finite and ]A]  = ]A,]
(since repetitions were counted). Therefore
and hence ]A]<IU  A(.
We now appeal to a result of Halmos and Vaughan [l]. Their result, which is
related to the ‘marriage problem’ was proved by others earlier, but they gave a
proof requiring only the Boolean prime ideal theorem. The version of this needed
here follows from the compactness assumption AC1. Their result is as follows:
If Z is a family of finite (not necessarily distinct) sets satisfying the condition: if
A c Z is finite, \A] < IU Al; then Z has a 1-I choice function.
We have established precisely the desired property for the family {C, : .$ E X},
and so it follows from AC1  that {Cc : LJ E X} has a l-l choice function, g. For each
i we let
Xi = (5 E X: i is the least integer such that (3j) f(i, 5) = (j, g(C,))},
and for each j we let
Y ={q E Y: (ai)  (36 E Xi) (n = g(G)  & f(i, 5) = (j, rl))).
Now for each .$E X, g(C,) E C, so there are i and j such that f(i, 5) = (j, g(C,)).
Hence 6 E IJ Xi. Thus X = U Xi is a partition of X. Suppose T) E Yi f~ Y,. Then
there are i, i’, 5 E Xi, 5’ E Xi,  such that q = g(C,) = g(C,,), f(i, 5) = (j, 7) and
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f(i’, 5’) = (j’, q). AS g is l-l, .$ = .$‘, and as the Xi are pairwise  disjoint, i = i’.
Therefore j = j’. Thus, the Yi are pairwise disjoint, and clearly f maps lJ {i} x Xi
into lJ {j} x Yi. The desired result is obtained by replacing Y, by Y. U
w- Uj<k yi>.
Theorem 4.4.2. AC + T*(k).
Proof. Let f be a partial mapping from k x Y onto k XX. By the axiom of choice
there is a l-l function f’ from k XX into k x Y such that ff’ is the identity on
k x X. By Theorem 4.4.1 there are partitions X = lJick Xi of X and Y = lJick Yi
of Y such that f’ maps lJ {i} X Xi into lJ {j} X Yj. It follows that f maps a subset of
lJ {j} x Yi onto U {i} X Xi, as desired.
The full strength of AC seems somewhat excessive for the proof of this result
and it is likely that a weaker version will suffice. So far as T(k) is concerned, we
are able to pinpoint its strength more precisely, at any rate when k = 2.
Theorem 4.4.3. AC2 * T(2).
2xX 2 x Y
f
O-i,51
@fJ
(i&l fi ?I)
(ii,<‘) fl-i,lIl
Fig. 7.
Proof. Suppose that AC2 holds, and let f be a l-l map from 2 XX into 2 x Y,
where X and Y are disjoint sets of reals. We define a graph G on X as follows.
(5, 5’)~ G if .$# 5’ and for some i, i’, j E 2 and q E Y, f(i, 5) = (j, q) &f(i’,  5’) =
(1 -  j,  q). (See Fig. 7.) No member of X can be joined to more than two other
vertices, since once i has been specified, j, n, i’ and 5’ are unique (if they exist at
all), as f is l-l and is a function.
We now examine the connected components of C. There are four possibilities.
Case 1: C is infinite in both directions. - - - - _ .,
Case 2: C is semi-infinite.
Case 3: C is a loop.
Case 4: C is finite but not a loop.
Fig. 8.
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By appeal to AC2 we may deduce the existence of a function g on the set of
connected components of G such that in Case 1, g(C) is a direction along C, in
Cases 2 and 4, g(C) is an endpoint of C and in Case 3, g(C) is a direction round
C. To see this in Cases 3 and 4 observe that here C is finite set of reals, so is
well-ordered by the usual ordering. Thus for Case 4 we may choose the smaller of
the two endpoints, and for Case 3 we may start from the least member of C and
take the direction of its smallest neighbour.
Using g we may find a partition X = lJ Xi of X and disjoint subsets Yi of Y as
required to establish T(2). If for each component C of G we let
C’ = {rl E Y: Pi, j) (35 E C) f(i, 5) = (j, rl)),
then it suffices to define Ci = Xi rl C and C; = Yj n C’ for each C since the C’ are
clearly pairwise  disjoint. We shall concentrate on Case 1, which is the crucial one.
In Case 1 the members of C form an undirected infinite cycle and g(C)
essentially provides a system of arrows one way along the cycle, either up or down
in Fig. 9. g(C) is officially a linear ordering < of C such that 5 and 5’ are adjacent
in <~{.$,[‘}EG.
2xX : 2xY
(i’,cl
z
(l-id
U A) WI)
Wi,C) Wl’)
(P&If) Cl-P,W
X Y
Fig. 9. Fig. 10.
Let h5 = q ++ (3-t’, i, i) G, 5’) E G & 5 <E’ & fG, 5) = (i, rl) 8~ Hi’, 5’) = (1 -i, ~1).
Thus h[ is the member of C’ ‘wedged between’ 5 and its <-successor. By
definition, for any 5~ C there are uniquely determined i = i(e)  and j such that
f(i, 6) = (j, hE). It is clear that h maps C l-l onto C’ so also for any q E C’ there
are uniquely determined i and j = j(n) such that f(i, h-‘q) = (j, q).
Let Ci = (5 E C: i(t) = i} and Cl ={q E C’: j(n) = j}. Then C = U Ci and C’=
l_l C[ are partitions. Also if SE Ci and f(i, 5) = (j, q), then n = hc and j = j(n), so
that n E Cl. Thus f maps lJ {i} x Ci into U {j} x Ci.
The other cases are handled similarly. From the proof in Case 1 it is clear that
what is required is a direction along, or round, the component. In Cases 2 and 4
this will start from the chosen endpoint.
Conversely let us assume that T(2) holds, and derive AC*.
0 is the set of all undirected infinite cycles of reals. Let
X={(&  7j):n~R&[  is a vertex of n}
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and let
Y = {(Er, &I, s) : rl E f~ & Cl, d are joined in 4
We recall that as the entries of members of 0 are real numbers they have a
natural linear ordering <. The l-l mapping f from 2 XX into 2 x Y will be
defined in terms of the cycle structure together with the ordering <. f is partially
specified by
f(i (5, rl))  = (j, ({5>6’1>  V))
where i, j E 2 and t’ is one of the vertices of n joined to 5.
The precise definition will be designed so that we can recover a direction along
r) from partitions provided by T(2). We shall be guided by Fig. 9 and try to
reverse the argument of the first part of the proof.
To pin things down more exactly, let & and .$r be the vertices of 9 joined to &
in q, so labelled  that &,<cl. So far we know that for each i there is j such that
(6 (<, “rl))  is mapped to (j, (GE, Eo),  n)) or (j, ((5,  tl}, r))).  Let us further require that
for each i (i, (4, q)) is mapped to (j, ({& &), rj)), some j. This has the effect of
allowing us to fill in all the gaps on the left-hand site of Fig. 12. To fill in the gaps
on the right-hand side we use instead the ordering of 6 and tl, and 5 and &, etc.
Fig. 11. Fig. 12.
Suppose that we already know that f takes {(i, (6, n)), (i’, (tl, 7)))  to 2X
(((5, &I, rl)I. Then if 5 < 63 as reals, we let f(i (6, n)) = (0, (E, &I, rl)), and if & < 6,
we Let fk (5, “rl)) = (1, (E, &I, 711). 3%’ IS completes the definition of f and it maps
2xX l-l onto 2X Y.
By T(2) there are partitions X= IJ Xi of X and Y = U Y of Y such that f
maps U {i}X Xi into U {j} X Yi. Let
and
X, = ((5, n) : < is a vertex of 7j}
Y,, = {(It,, &}, q) : El, & are adjacent vertices of ~1).
We consider the partitions X, = IJ (Xi t-)X,,)  and Y,, = IJ (Yi fl Y,) and show how
they enable us to determine a direction along 7.
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Case 1: f does not map U {i}~ (Xi nx) onto U (i} x (Yj  II  Y,). Then there
must be a unique point of U {i} x (Yj n Y,,) not in the range of f, (i, ({el, &}, q))
say. The direction thus determined is that which agrees with the ordering on
{.$i, &} as a subset of IR.
Case 2: f maps U {i}X (Xi flX,) onto lJ {i}x (Y;. n Y,).  D e f i n i n g  h by
h(& rl) = ({5,5& rl) if f(i, (6, rl)) = (6 ({5,5i1, rl)) where 65, s) E xi and ((5, &I, V) E
Yj it follows that h is l-l and corresponds to filling arrows in Fig. 11 in one of the
ways shown in Fig. 13. Hence a direction along q is defined as required.
5. Unprovability of kxs*ky+x<*y
I I
I
Fig. 13,
5.1. In this section, using ideas discussed in Section 4, we present a Fraenkel-
Mostowski-Cohen model containing cardinals x and y such that 2x G* 2y and
x $* y and by the Jech-Sochor Theorem [2] deduce the relative consistency of
ZF+ (3x, y) (2x ~*2y & x +* y)
with ZFC. We use both permutation methods and forcing for the following
reasons. Firstly by Theorem 4.3.3 a permutation argument alone will not suffice.
The construction divides into two parts, however, the first concerned just with the
failure of T(2) in the model and the second with extra machinery to ensure that
C*(2) also fails, and the latter is much more readily comprehensible without the
additional complications of forcing.
5.2. Let us therefore begin with a countable model JM of FM+AC where FM is
Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory modified so as to accommodate the existence of
‘urelemente’ (atoms). Let us suppose that U is a countable set in .& comprising all
& by (2xZxw)Uurelemente. Since U is countable in & it may be indexed in
(22xzxw).
Let
X={u(i, k, Z):iE2, keZ, ZEto} and Y={u(i, j, k,E)
be such that U is the disjoint union of X and Y.
:i, jE2, kEH, HEW)
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Let
V(k, 1) = {u(i, k, I) : i E 2) and W(k, I) = {u(i, j,
Let
k, 1) : i, j E 2).
S={V(k,I):kEZ,  LEO}, T={W(k,  l):kEZ, LEO}
and
G={{V(k,&  W(k,1)}:kEZ,1Eo}U{{V(k+1,1),  W(k,E)}:keH,leo}.
Let us summarize various points about these definitions. Each VCk, 1) is a
2-element set and each W(k, I) is a 4-element set. G is a graph on S U T in which
each connected component is an undirected infinite cycle. Using G we shall be
able to define a l-l function fi from 2 X T onto 2 X S.
The definition will be on similar lines to that used in the proof of Theorem 4.4.3.
Instead of the ordering on R we shall rely on a generic choice function on the set
[S U T]’ of pairs of members of S U T to make the necessary choices. In terms of
f1 we shall be able to define a map f from 2 X Y onto 2 XX which induces fi. It
will not be l-l since the members of S are of size 2 and those of T of size 4.
5.3. The generic function
A condition is a function p from a finite subset of [S U T]* into S U T such that
for each s E dom p, p(s) E S. If p1 and p2 are conditions, p1 < p2 if p1 extends p2 as
a function. P is the set of all conditions with this partial ordering. Since .H is
countable, there is an M-generic filter 9’ on P. .dl[9] is the resulting Cohen
extension and we have &[9]  kFM + AC. Also F = U 9 is a generic choice
function for [S U T]*, and lies in .M[S].
The l-l function fl from 2 X T onto 2 X S is defined using the graph G and the
function F as follows. As in the proof of Theorem 4.4.3, fi is partially specified by
fi(j, W(k, I)) = (i, V(k, I)) or (i, V(k + 1, I)) for each i E 2, k EH, E E o. (See Figs. 14
and 15.) Pinning fl down further we require that
fi(O, W(k, I)) = (i, F{V(k, 1). V(k + 1, 1))) for some i,
V(k+l,l)
V(k,I)
V( k-1,1)
W(k,O
W(k-1, I)
fl
3
Fig. 14. Fig. 15.
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and
fi(l. W(k, 1)) = (i’, F’{V(k, l), V(k + 1, I)}) for some i’,
where F’ chooses the member of a pair rejected by F.
So far we know that for each i, f;‘(i, V(k, 1)) = (i, W(k, 1)) or (j, W(k - 1,I))  for
some j which is now determined. We therefore let
and
fi’(O, V(k, I)) = (i, F{W(S  0, W(k - 1, I)))
f;‘(I, V(k, I)) = o”, F’{W(k  0, W(k - 1, I)]).
This completes the definition of fi. The idea behind its construction is this.
Since &[9]kAC, T(2) is true in .&[.‘%I  and so there must be partitions of S and T
instantiating its truth with regard to the mapping fl. Any such partitions, however,
will encode infinitely much information about F  in view of the way it was used in
the definition of fl.
Now we define f. This will map 2 X Y onto 2 XX. If fl(m,  W(k, 1)) =
(m’, V(k’, 1)) we let
f(m, u(i, j, k, 0) =
if m = 0,
if m = 1.
Then f clearly maps 2 X Y onto 2 XX and each member of 2 XX has two
pre-images under f.
X is the submodel  of _,fZ[9] consisting of all its members which are hereditarily
ordinal definable over VUcf, X, Y, S, T, G}. By Myhill  and Scott [4], Xl=FM,  and
.$ EJV* 6 cX & for some set-theoretical formula Q, and ql, q2,. . . , q,, E
VU@, X, Y, S, T, G}UOn,
5 = rl++.MWk@(% rll, . *. 3 4n).
The following may be checked successively:
u,x, YrN, x, YEN, U, S, T, G, ~EJV.
Let x and y be the cardinalities of X and Y in X. Since f E X maps 2 x Y onto
2xX, 2xs*2y.
We wish to show that x #* y. Suppose on the contrary that x =@ y and let g be a
function in X mapping Y onto X. The derivation of a contradiction falls into two
parts, corresponding to the permutation and forcing aspects of the construction.
5.4. The Fraenkel-Mostowski argument
As g E# there is a set-theoretical formula @, and nl, q2, . . . , q, E UU On such
that
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Since n is finite there is 1, E w such that
{VI,. . * > qn}~U{Ul:i~Zl}UOn,
where
U,={u(i,k,Z):i~2,k~E}U{u(i,j,k,Z):i,j~2,k~Z}.
Let 1’ > Zr , k’ E Z . As g is surjective we may let
g(u(i Z, k, 1)) = 140, k’, I’).
We shall find a permutation T of U satisfying the following:
T fixes f, X, Y, S, T G, I-II,. . . , rl,,, (1)
but T moves ~(0, k’, 1’). (2)
In addition, rr will only move members of V(k’, 1’) U W(k’, 1’) U W(k’- 1, Z’),
and will be a product of disjoint 2-cycles.
For simplicity we suppose that
fi(l,  W(k’-  1, 1’)) = (1, V(k’, Z’)) and fi(O,  W(k’, 1’)) = (0, V(k’, Z’)).
A similar construction of T works in other cases.
Let m interchange
~(0, 0, k’, 1’) and u(l,O, k’, I’),
~(0, 1, k’, 1’) and ~(1, 1, k’, I’),
u(O,O, k’-1, 1’) and ~(0, 1, k’-1, Z’),
u(l,O, k’-1, I’) and ~(1,  1, k’-1,  Z’),
~(0, k’, 1’) and ~(1, k’, 1’).
7~  fixes all other members of U. rr is extended so as to act on the whole of ~&[fl
by letting ~5 = (rrq : v E [}, as usual.
The following facts about rr are immediate.
T moves only members of V(k’, 1’) U W(k’, 1’) U W(k' - 1, I’) and hence fixes
7)1, - - - > %I.
T fixes X and Y, V(k’, Z’), W(k’, I’) and W(k’ - 1, I’) and hence also S, T, G
and fr.
The important point, and all that remains in order to establish (l),  is that 7~ also
fixes f. Now to say that T fixes f means that for every 5 E dom f, m-f[ = fm$. If ,$
and f& are both fixed by T this is certainly true, so it just has to be checked when
6 E 2 x (W(k’,  1’) U W(k’-  1, I’))  or f[ E 2 X V(k’, I’) or both. Now
f(L 40,0, k’, 1’))=f(l,~(1,0, k’, I’)),
f(L ~(0,1, k’, 1’)) = f(l, 41,1, k’, Z’)),
f(0, u(O,O, k’-1, Z’))= f(0, ~(0, 1, k’-1, Z’)),
f(0, u(l,O, k’-1, Z’))=f(O, ~(1, 1, k’-1, I’)).
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In each case T merely interchanges the two pre-images of an element fixed by T,
so d[ = fn,$ holds. Also
f(0,  ~(0, 0, k’, 1’)) = (0, ~(0, k’, I’>> and
f(0, ~(1, 0, k’, I’))=(O,  ~(1, k’, 1’)).
Thus
MO, 40, 0, k’, 1’)) = f(0, L&O, k’, 1’))
= (0, ~(1, k’, 1’)) = (0, m(O, k’, I’))
= ~(0, ~(0, k’, 1’)) = rf(O, ~(0, 0, k’, 1’)).
Similarly in the other cases frr.$  = rrrfc;  holds.
The situation is illustrated in Figs. 16 and 17. Fig. 16 shows the relevant part of
the action of fl, which is induced by f as shown in Fig. 17. Once we have decided
that all elements marked n are to stay fixed, and that the two elements of V(k’,  1’)
are to be interchanged, the permutation n which fixes f is uniquely determined.
(O,V(k’,l’))
(1 ,V(k’,l’))
(l,W(k!I’)) (1 A’(k’J’))  178 (l,W(k’-1  ,I’))
(O,W(k’,l’))
(l,W(k’-  1 ,I’))
(O,W(k’-  1 ,I’))
~(OMkl-l ,I’))
l I
I* I
Fig. 16. Fig. 17.
Thus (1) is satisfied and (2) is immediate from the definition of rr. Since T fixes
everything involved in the definition of g, 7-r fixes g too. As g(u(i, j, k, 1)) =
~(0, k’, 0,
ga(u(i, j, k, I)) = mg(u(i, j, k, 1)) = nu(0,  k’, 1’) = ~(1, k’, 1’).
Since g is a function, Tu(i, j, k, 1) # u(i, j, k, l), and as n only moves members of
V(k’,  1’) U W(k’, I’) U W(k’- 1, I’), 1 = 1’ and k = k’ or k’- 1.
A similarly defined permutation n’ of U will move only members of V(k’ +
1, 1’) U W(k’ + 1, 1’) U W(k’, I’), will preserve r) r, . . . , q,,, f, X, Y, S, T, G and
every V(k, 1) and W(k, 1) and interchange u(O,O,  k’, 1’) and u(O,l, k’, 1’). It
follows that the permutations of U fixing all these elements act transitively on
W(k’, 1’). Hence if g(u(i, j, k, 1)) = u(i,, kl, 1) where l> II, then g(u(i’,  j’, k, I)) =
u(i,, kI, I) for some i2. In other words, for Z> 11, g maps all members of W(k, 1)
into the same V(k,,  1), k, = k or k + 1.
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,
I
A
l W(k+l,l) W(k+l,l)
V(k+l ,I)
+x
V(k+l, I)Y
V(k,O *i,
W(!Gl) W(kJ)
1 V(kJ)
A W(k-1,l)
I
<:W(k-1,l)
If ij is total &l-1,a If p is not l-l a unique
direction is determined V(k,O is determined
Fig. 18.
Let S = {V(k, I) : 1> lx} and F = { W(k, 1) : 1 > II}. Thus g defined by
g(W(k,  1)) = V(k,,  1) if (Vu E W(k,  l))g(u) E V(k,, 1)
is a well-defined partial function in K from F onto S, and it satisfies g( W(k, 1)) =
V(k,  1) or V(k+ 1, 1) (if defined) for all k, E (l>l,).
For  each  l>l,, g defines either a direction along the component
{V(k,  l), W(k,  1) : k E Z} of G or else a member of it. The latter occurs when g is
either not l-l or total on {W(k,  1): k EZ}, which in each case can happen at only
one point (see Fig. 18 for the case where it is not l-l). In these cases, a direction
along the component is determined by looking at fr’(O,  V(k,  1)) or fi(O, W(k,  I))
depending whether the chosen element is V(k, 1) in S or W(k, 1) in T.
There is therefore a function h E X with domain the set of all connected
components of G with l> 1, which chooses a direction along each.
5.5. The Cohen argument
Let ‘P be a formula defining h in A[S]  with the aid of parameters f,
G and TJ~,..., vnEOnUU.  Thus
E=ht,~/U[~l~w(S,f,x,Y,S,T,G,11,,...,rln).
X Y, S, T
We now work in .&[%I instead of N. For each k, E, let ?(k, I), w(k, 1) be the
members of V(k, l), W(k,  I) arranged in sequence. Thus
v(k, 1) = (~(0, k, I), ~(1, k, I)) and
W(k,  1) = (~(60, k, 0, 40, 1, k, 0, u(l,O, k, 0, ~41, k, 0).
Let
- - - -
Since U was indexed in 4, S, T E A. Clearly f is definable from G, S, T, and 9.
So for a (different) formula W
- __
~=htt~/U[~l~Ilr(~,;SS,T,X,Y,G,~l,...,~~). (1)
We now consider the forcing language for the extension of A to A[S].  In this
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language 9 is the canonical generic filter on the set of conditions and h is the
label for h determined from 9 by (1). There is a formula @(a of the forcing
language involving parameters from Ju such that
_. -.
O(9) holds in A[@] *.M[9]F?P(&  F, S, T, X, Y, G, q,, . . . , q,,).
Since ‘h is a function’ holds in A[S]  it must be forced by some condition p E 9.
Let 1,a 1r be such that
181,  * * .,nJ~U{Ui:j~/2}UOn,
and let l> 1,. Let us suppose, without loss of generality, that
h(V(k, 0, W(k,  1) : k E H}
=(..., V(-1,  0, W(-1,  0, V(0, 0, W(O,  0, VU, 0, * * .). (2)
Let q <p lie in 9 and force the statement
h(V(k, 1>, W(k, 1) : k E E}
=  ..,)( w-1, I), W(-1, 0, V(0, 0, W(O,  0, V(1, 0,. . .). (3)
q only involves finitely many members of U, so we may choose k, E b so that only
u(i, j, k, I’), u(i, k, 1’) with k < kI are involved in q.
We define a permutation rr of U thus:
q fixes u(i, j, k, Z’), u(i, k, 1’) if I’# 1,
vu(i,  j, k, I) = u(i, j, 2k,- k, 0,
mt(i, k, 1) = u(i, 2kI + 1- k, 1).
q is a reflection of the sequence
(. . . ) w-1, 0, w-1, 0, w, 11, wo, 0, vu, 0,. * .)
which takes elements having k < kI to those with k > kI, so that rq is compatible- -
with q. r clearly fixes S, T, X, Y, and by choice of 1 > 12, T fixes ql, . . . , Q,. Also
r{V(k,Z),  W(k,I)}={V(2k,+l-k,1),  W(2k,-k,Z)}eG
and
n{V(k+l, I), W(k, 1)}={V(2k,-k, I), W(2k,-k, l)}eG,
and so n fixes G.
Let 72 act on formulae of the forcing language by stipulating that @= 3. Then
as usual we have
for any formula Z of the forcing language. Since b is defined in (1) by means of
labels which are fixed by r, h itself is fixed by T. We therefore deduce from (3)
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that rq forces
Il{V(k, I), W(k, I) : k E Z}
= . ..)( w, 0, WA 0, V(O, 0, WC-12 0, V(-1, 0, * . .I. (4)
Since q and mq are compatible, and q <p II- !.I is a function, (3) and (4) are
contradictory.
This contradiction establishes that there can be no map from Y onto X in X
and hence x $* y, as required.
Thus we have shown that 2 cannot be cancelled from <*-inequalities in izr.
Theorem. If ZF is consistent, so is ZF+-C*(2).
Proof. 1C*(2)  is seen to be a boundable statement in the sense of the Jech-
Sochor Theorem [2], so its relative consistency transfers from FM to ZF.
6. Unprovability  of cancellation laws in a weak cardinal algebra
6.1. The question still remains from the previous sections as to whether one
might not be able to establish the cancellation laws
C ( k ) :  kx=ky+x=y
in an aribtrary weak cardinal algebra. Here, by means of a straightforward
construction, we show that this is not the case and we also determine the
relationship between C(k) for different values of k. Since the cancellation laws
hold in any ‘generalized cardinal algebra’ [6], it follows that our weak cardinal
algebras are not generalized cardinal algebras. They lack the crucial infinitaxy
partial operation, which is thus seen to be an essential ingredient of Tarsk ’s
proof.
6.2. Theorem. (Vk E Z) C(k) + C(1) is provable in the theory of weak cardinal
algebras if and only if every prime factor of 1 is a factor of a member of Z.
Proof. Clearly C(k,k,)-C(k,)  & C(k,)  so the given condition is sufficient for the
provability of (Vk E Z) C(k) 4 C(Z).
To establish the converse suppose that not every prime factor of 1 is a factor of
a member of Z. We shall construct a (countable) weak cardinal algebra A in
which C(p) fails for p a given prime and C(q) is true for every other prime q.
Thus by taking p to be a prime which divides 1 but no member of Z, C(1) is false
in A but C(k) is true for every k E Z.
Let 4, bi be formal symbols, and let AI be the set of all sums of the form
C (r,% + sibi), ri, si E o 7
is0
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for which {i: ri + si # 0} is finite. Addition is defined on Ai in the obvious way. It is
associative, commutative and 0 is the element C (r,% + Sibi)  for which all rl, si are
0. Moreover in A1 the cancellation law x + y = x + z -+ y = z holds.
The desired weak cardinal algebra A is obtained by taking the quotient of A,
by an equivalence relation -. Let us define two functions w and r on Al, thought
of as ‘weight’ and ‘remainder’:
w C (riq+sibi) =I*,
icm ieo Pi
r 1 (riq +s;bi) = C sI (mod p).
ied isw
Observe that since almost all ri and Si are zero, these sums are actually finite. Also
we clearly have
w(x + y) = w(x)+ w(y) and r(x + y) = r(x) + r(y) (mod P).
- is defined by x- yew(x) = w(y) &r(x) = r(y).
It is immediate that - is an equivalence relation. We let A be the set of
equivalence classes. If we define + on A by (x) f(y) = (x + y) this is well-defined.
For if xi-x and yl--y,  then xl+y,- x + y by the above relations. Clearly + is
associative and commutative on A, and (0) is the additive identity.
Next we establish the cancellation law
x+Y --x+2+-y-z for x, y, z EAT.
If x + y -x + z, then w(x + y) = w(x + z) and r(x + y) = r(x + z)(mod p). Therefore
by the above relations, w(x) + w(y) = w(x) + w(z) and r(x) + r(y) = r(x) +
r(z)(mod P), from which we deduce w(y) = w(z) and r(y) = r(z)(mod p). In other
words, y - z.
Passing to equivalence classes, we have
x+y=x+z+y=z  for  x,y,z~A.
This is a strong version of the desired ‘approximate cancellation law’ II of Section
2, for which P = q = 0 and r = y. In Tarski’s terminology every element of A is
‘finite’.
We may now define < by (x) s(y) t, (3~) x + z - y. This is obviously reflexive
and transitive. To see that it is anti-symmetric, suppose that (x) =Z (y) & (y) s (x).
Then there are z and t in A1 such that x+z-y&y+t-x.  Hence x+z+t-x
and by the cancellation law for +, z + t -0. Therefore z=t=O  and so x-y.
The final step in verifying that A is a weak cardinal algebra is to check the
refinement property I. To do this it is easiest first to put all elements involved into
a standard form.
Let x = Cieo  (ria, + sibi)  and suppose that ri = si = 0 for i > n. By a straightfor-
ward calculation we see that for each m,
a, - PG,,+~ and b, - (P - lh,,+l+ h,+l,
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so that if we let
then x- x’. Thus, for any x E AI there is an N such that for every n 2 N, x is
equivalent to an element of the form ru,, +sb,. Moreover, since, as may be
checked, pb,, - pa,, we may also suppose that 0 G s < p.
Let x+y - z + t. Then there are n, x1, y,, zl, tr such that x-x1, y - y,, z - zr,
t- tl and
xl = ~,a,, + vlb,,
zl= ~3% + v3bm
Y I = ~2% + v2bm
tl = u4an + v4bn
where O<ui <p for each i. Thus
(~,a,,  + qb,) + (ug.z,,  + v2bJ - (~43% + v3bJ+ (~,a, + v,bJ.
Hence
u,+v,+u2+v2=u3+v3+u4+v4and 14 + v2 = v3+ v4 (mod p).
Case 1: vI+v2=v3+v4.  Then also uI+u2=u3+u4.
Since members of w are cardinals, which themselves form a weak cardinal
algebra, there are u; and vi such that
u,=u;+u$, u,=u5+u&, U~=Ui+Uj, uq= u;+I&
V,=V’,+V& v,=v;+v;, V,=Vi+V;, vq=v~+v~.
Let u = uih + vl,b,,, b = u@,, + vkb,,, c = U$% + vsb,,, d = uia,, + vbb,. Then
a+b-x,  c + d - y ,  a+c -2, and b+d - t, as desired.
Case 2. vI + v2 # v3 + v4. We show that this case can be reduced to Case 1 by
replacing n by n + 1.
Since 0 =Z vi < p, and v1 + v2 = v3 + v4 (mod p), v1 + v2 - v3 - v4 = *p. Without loss
of generality suppose it is p. Thus u3+ u4- ur - u2 = v,+ v2- v3- v4 >O and
u3+ u4> 0. Without loss of generality suppose that u3 > 0. Then
x - ~1% + v,b, - (pur  + (P-  ~)v&%+I+ vlb,+l=  uiG+l+ vibntl,
Y - uza,+v,bn-  (PU:!+(P-  1)~2h,+,+v,h+,=  GL+I+M,+I,
z--u,a,+v,bn-  (~~3+(~-1)~3)an+l+v3b,+l
for the coefficients ui, vi shown, by means of the equivalences
a,-w,+,-pbn+,, b, - (P - lb,,+1 + b,+,
mentioned above.
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We now find that
u;+u~=pu~+(p-l)v~+pu*+(p-1)u2
= p(u, + u*) + (P - I)(% + %)
and
=p(u3+u4-P)+(P-N%+~4+P)
=p(u3-1)+(p-1)2)3+pu4+(p-1)u4= u;+u;,
u’,+v~=v,+v,=v,+v,+p=v;+v~.
Thus with regard to the new expressions for x, y, z, t, Case 1 applies.
This completes the proof that A is a weak cardinal algebra.
To see that the cancellation law C(p) fails in A, observe that pa,- pb,, since
w(pa,) = w(pb,) = p, and r(pa”)  = r(pb,) = O(mod p), whereas 1 a, - bO, since
r(aO) = 0 but r(b,) = 1.
Finally we have to show that C(q) holds in A for any prime q other than p.
Suppose that qx - qy for x, y E Al. Then for some n we may write x - ru,, + sb,,
and y - ua, + vb,. As q(ra,, + sb,) - q(ua,,  + vb,),
qr + qs = qu + qv and qs = qv (mod p).
Therefore r + s = u + v and as q has non-zero residue mod p,
s = 21 (mod p).
Thus x - y, establishing the cancellation law C(q).
6.3. We conclude by showing that for m and n coprime, C(m) and C(n) cannot
fail at the same point of a weak cardinal algebra. In other words, if a# b, then
ma = mb and na = nb cannot both hold.
Theorem. If a and b are any two members of a weak cardinal algebra, there is a
unique n E o (possible 0) such that
(Vk E o) (ka = kb t, n divides k).
Proof. It is enough to show that if ma = mb and na = nb for m, n >O, then
ka = kb, where k = h.c.f.(m, n).
We quote the following lemma from Tarski[5, p. 821: If (k + 1)x + y = kx + z,
then 2x+y=x+z.
Now let r, s be positive integers such that rrn - sn = *k. Without loss of
generality suppose that nn - sn = +k. Then
(sn+l)a+(k-l)a=(sn+k)a=rma=rmb=snb+kb=sna+kb.
By the lemma (k + 1)a = a + kb. By the approximate cancellation law, there are t,
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u, II such that
a=a+t+u, ka= t+v, kb= u+v.
Therefore kb=u+v=%u+v+t=u+ka=ka.
Similarly ka < kb, and so ka = kb as desired.
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